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Creating a Robust 
Risk-and-Control 
Framework in Mortgage
Lending and Servicing
Lenders and servicers in today’s U.S. mortgage industry face intense regulatory

scrutiny, and must conform to stringent operating standards and process require-

ments. Business, risk and compliance executives have to demonstrate robust risk

oversight and the ability to identify and remediate exposures in a timely fashion. Fur-

thermore, mortgage leaders must achieve these goals without creating extensive

process overlays, onerous policies and procedures, and multiple lines of checkers that

can become a drag on a successful business. 

To succeed, mortgage lenders and servicers must move away from the paradigm

whereby they attack risk exposures by adding more layers of complexity. Instead, they

must institute a framework that enables them to identify their highest-priority risks and

get at the root causes of defects. Through work with industry participants, McKinsey

has developed such a framework, and synthesized a set of steps that can help mort-

gage executives develop strong and effective controls and oversight while ensuring

that the mortgage business is still a profitable one.

An industry under the microscope

Driven by dramatic increases in home mortgage defaults during and after the financial crisis,

regulators focused their attention on consumer and investor protection. Banks’ mortgage

default servicing operations attracted heavy scrutiny that continues today. Regulators then

expanded their focus to include origination and performing servicing. The result is that con-

sumer protection laws1 — both new and pre-existing — place extensive requirements on

lenders to deliver timely and accurate disclosures, notices and credit decisions; to charge

fees only for permissible charges; and to meet many other consumer protection standards. 
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1 These consumer protection laws
include, among others: The
Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau’s Ability to Repay rule, the
Real Estate Settlement Procedures
Act (RESPA), the Truth in
Lending Act (TILA), the Fair
Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act
(ECOA) and the Servicemembers
Civil Relief Act (SCRA).
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On the investor side, protective laws and credit quality requirements are also tighten-

ing. For instance, ability to repay and qualified mortgage regulation could lead to in-

creased litigation risk and weaker economics for a significant share of loans. Another

source of increased litigation risk is the U.S. Department of Justice’s (DOJ) scrutiny of

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loan requirements. The DOJ is imposing even

tighter materiality standards on banks than those to which the FHA has long adhered.

Partly as a result, litigation settlements issued by the DOJ in 2012 ranged from $132

million to $1 billion.

Complexity and the cost of controls

Mortgage executives face a number of challenges in developing a control infrastructure

that will enable them to operate effectively in the current regulatory environment: 

■ Transparency. Despite a multitude of controls and increased audits, many lenders and

servicers simply cannot determine what the major issues are and where they occur. The

inventory of critical risks is often not established; rather, there are hundreds, sometimes

thousands of individual controls that are being managed. Rarely is the residual risk

measured and reported in a systematic manner that gives executives a clear picture of

where the “hot spots” are. As a result, major risks might go unaddressed until they are

discovered in regulatory audits. 

■ Risk control. At some banks, there is little confidence that risks are effectively con-

trolled. Lines of defense tend to focus on developing extensive libraries of controls and

on performing time-consuming, bottom-up subjective assessments, as opposed to pro-

viding objective measurement of residual risks for critical regulatory requirements.

■ Root causes. Rather than addressing the root causes of defects, some institutions add

lines of manual checkers. For example, a servicer may have extensive manual checks of

compliance with dual-track foreclosure rules, instead of taking the more effective ap-

proach of automating foreclosure holds and releases altogether. Similarly, some lenders

may have multiple checkers conducting post-closing verifications that borrower fees are

supported by documentation, instead of addressing the root cause of errors in the

Good Faith Estimate (GFE) disclosure and re-disclosure processes.

■ Accountability. The accountability of first and second lines of defense is often defined
only at the overall level, potentially leaving gaps or overlaps at the level of individual risk.

For instance, both first and second lines might be testing Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act compliance, while compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act’s requirement

to make and communicate underwriting decisions within 30 days could be omitted.

■ Technology investments. Investments in compliance automation are often insuffi-

ciently focused on the process steps that create legal and regulatory exposure. Banks

can sometimes undergo major tech platform upgrades without clearly defining the func-

tionalities that address most serious risk exposures; thus, after years of investment, they

may end up with a system that is not fit for its purpose.

Building a robust controls framework

Designing and constructing a mortgage risk management framework equal to the chal-

lenges of the current regulatory environment is an effort with a high payoff. A robust

framework includes the following six elements:
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1. Prioritized inventory of critical risks 

The foundation for an effective risk management framework is a prioritized inventory of

critical risks and regulatory requirements across origination, servicing and default. In

mortgage, around 70 regulatory and investor risks typically can be classified as top pri-

ority. These include known consent order issues such as accuracy of foreclosure affi-

davits and compliance with the dual-track foreclosure rule, as well as consumer

protection requirements (e.g., timely and

accurate disclosures; compliance with

the 30-day Equal Credit Opportunity Act

[ECOA] credit decision timeline). 

The imperative to focus on top priority

risks is not meant to diminish the impor-

tance of other risks, but rather to sug-

gest that organizations begin by

identifying and addressing the risks that

create the greatest exposure. A priori-

tized inventory approach is more actionable, practical and effective than an oversight

framework with a thousand controls and hundreds of detailed findings. Monitoring rela-

tively limited key risk indicators for residual risks is also far more efficient than testing

the numerous controls (Exhibit 1).

2. Risks tied to specific process breakpoints 

The next important element in developing a strong risk controls framework is a de-

tailed taxonomy of processes within each mortgage area that ties critical risks to spe-

cific breakpoints in these processes. As an example, there are typically 10 critical risks
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Exhibit 1

 Source: McKinsey analysis

Monitoring relatively limited 
key risk indicators for residual risks

is far more efficient than 
testing the numerous controls. 
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associated with the mortgage foreclosure process; four arise as part of the activities

undertaken by foreclosure attorneys after the first legal action is filed (Exhibit 2). Tying

risks to the specific process breakpoints where they arise in this way is critical to

defining actionable controls, creating an effective quality assurance and control pro-

gram, and remediating risks that perform outside of tolerance. 

3. Objective key risk indicators 

The next important step is to assess the level of residual exposure through objective,

quantitative key risk indicators (KRIs) and tolerance levels—that is, to detect those

risks that have a defect rate that exceeds the bank’s risk appetite. KRIs give managers

a clear view on how each process breakpoint is performing (Exhibit 3, page 5). For ex-

ample, does the lender have unacceptable level of defects in complying with ECOA

standards? What is the objective defect rate in complying with Servicemembers Civil

Relief Act (SCRA) restrictions on mortgage interest rates? With the answers to these

questions, lenders and servicers avoid extensive, time-consuming qualitative controls

assessments; they can instead focus on the risks that exceed tolerance. 

4. Optimized responsibilities of lines of defense at the individual risk level 

To ensure comprehensive coverage of high-risk areas and eliminate rework and over-

laps, banks need to unambiguously define the roles within each line of defense. More-

over, this definition must apply at the level of individual critical risks. In the framework

we are describing, the first line’s primary responsibility is to keep risks within the toler-

ance thresholds using the tools at their disposal: process re-engineering, automation,

staff training and performance management, or a formal quality control program. The
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second line’s responsibility is to ensure that the risk inventory is complete and that it

captures critical regulatory requirements; they do this by validating KRIs and setting

standards and by conducting regular in-

dependent testing to measure error

rates for critical risks. 

It is important to note that at many

lenders the second line includes sepa-

rate operating risk and compliance or-

ganizations; in these cases, oversight of

individual risks should be assigned to a

single unit to prevent overlaps and re-

dundant effort.

5. Transparency into risk exposure 

Overall risk exposure and performance

should be tracked with a scorecard that

shows objective KRIs for each risk

across channels and products. The

scorecard pinpoints areas with high error rates that demand immediate attention, and

functions as an ongoing management tool for tracking program effectiveness and en-

suring timely escalation and remediation of defects that exceed tolerance. This trans-
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 1 Risk remaining after risk management and remediation effects

 Source: McKinsey analysis
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high error rates that demand
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effectiveness and ensuring timely
escalation and remediation of
defects that exceed tolerance.
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parency allows management to immediately focus on the risks that require attention,

and to avoid spending time and effort on those that are performing well (Exhibit 4).

6. Root causes 

The objective measurement of defect rates almost always uncovers regulatory risk

breakpoints that exceed tolerance levels. While the natural response is to add a line of

checkers, this adds unnecessary complexity and process costs. Banks are better

served by digging deep to understand why errors arise in the first place, and redesign-

ing and potentially automating the process to eliminate the underlying root causes. So-

lutions can include: 

■ Codifying complex processes and compliance requirements into a prescriptive workflow

■ Eliminating hand-offs and establishing clear responsibility for quality (e.g., processors

are solely accountable for the quality of the documentation in the file and cannot

move the file to underwriters unless it meets predefined quality requirements)

■ Expanding upstream data capture to enable automation and systemic generation of

regulatory disclosures (e.g., pre-foreclosure letters)

■ Automating system triggers (e.g., foreclosure holds per dual-track rules), calculations

(e.g., disclosed fees), generation of letters and regulatory filings (e.g., bankruptcy

proof of claim), and other high-risk steps susceptible to manual errors

■ Enhancing management tools and exception reporting to capture regulatory defects

before they occur (e.g., exception reports showing the files that will be missing the

three-day timeline for GFE disclosure letter)
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Exhibit 4

 Source: McKinsey analysis
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To remediate high defect rates in GFE re-disclosures, one leading mortgage originator

made its processors directly accountable for assessing changes of circumstance, cal-

culating fees and sending re-disclosure letters. Under the revised process, processors

use an automated tool to make assessments. The result was a reduction in defects

from more than 30 percent to below 5 percent. In another example, a leading servicer

reengineered the process flow in its bankruptcy processes, eliminating hand-offs, set-

ting up a prescriptive workflow and automating pulls of data from the system of

record; as a result, defects declined seven-fold while productivity increased by 70 per-

cent (Exhibit 5).

Payoff: Reduced risk exposure and operating costs

The current regulatory environment demands a robust risk oversight framework for

mortgage lenders and servicers. With the right approach, banks can both meet their

regulatory expectations and reduce operating costs. Benefits of implementing a robust

risk controls framework include:

■ Full transparency into critical risks, allowing management to prioritize remediation ef-

forts and automation investments 

■ The ability to demonstrate to regulators that risks are objectively measured, managed

and controlled

■ Refocusing of organizational resources on 50 to 70 critical risks (as opposed to the

hundreds or thousands of process controls, many of which do not actually contribute

to risk reduction)

■ A 30 to 50 percent efficiency improvement in the control functions, through the re-

placement of manual and subjective control testing with objective defect rate

measurement 
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 Source: McKinsey analysis
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■ Ability to remediate root causes of defects, which can result in 50 to 70 percent pro-

ductivity improvement among frontline staff 

Self-assessment

Building and maintaining a streamlined, industrial-strength risk-and-control framework

in mortgage is a major initiative that requires regulatory and compliance expertise, ex-

ecutive judgment, and in-depth knowledge of mortgage processes. The development

of such a framework can start with a leadership discussion on the following questions:

■ Do we have objective reporting on how regulatory risks perform in our operations?

(E.g., What is the defect rate on RESPA re-disclosures? What percentage of proof-of-

claim filings contains defects? What percentage of loan modifications may have been

improperly declined?)

■ Are we aware of the regulatory risks that are performing outside our tolerance levels? 

■ Do we have a fact base that we can share with regulators showing which mortgage

risks are actively managed and how they are performing?

■ Are we satisfied with the effectiveness of the group dedicated to control activities? 

■ Are we relying on lines of checkers verifying other checkers? Excessive manual con-

trols? Quality control focused on non-material issues? 

■ Are we confident that our process engineering and automation investments are fo-

cused on critical risk exposure areas?

■    ■    ■

For U.S. mortgage originators and servicers, the heightened regulatory focus presents

a clear challenge but not an insurmountable one. The critical regulatory risks and cor-

responding process breakpoints for origination and servicing are well known; the types

of process interventions that can address regulatory defects at their root causes are

well established as well. By following a framework of the kind described in this paper,

banks can not only meet regulatory scrutiny, they can also reduce costs and stream-

line their oversight processes. 
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